Retinal Circuit Emulator With Spatiotemporal Spike Outputs at Millisecond Resolution in Response to Visual Events.
To gain insights on how visual information of the real world is filtered, compressed, and encoded by the vertebrate retinas, emulating in silico the spatiotemporal patterns of the graded and action potentials of neuronal responses to natural visual scenes on biological time scale is a feasible approach. As a basic platform for such an emulation, we here developed a compact hardware system comprising an analog silicon retina and a field-programmable gate array module. With utilizing the Izhikevich formalism, a retinal circuit model that emulates spiking of ganglion cells was implemented in this system. The emulated spike timing had the resolution of about 2 ms relative to the stimulus onset and was little affected by timings of the synchronous frame sampling in the silicon retina. Thus, the emulator can mimic the event-driven spike outputs of biological retinas. The system was useful for simultaneously visualizing neural images of both the graded potentials and the spikes in response to real live visual scenes. Since our emulator system is reconfigurable, it provides a flexible platform for investigating visual functions of retinal circuits under natural visual environment.